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EXPERIMENTAL DETECTION OF PHASETRANSITIONS BY MEANS OF THECHEMICAL POTENTIAL MEASUREMENT�M. MatlakInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Polande-mail: matlak�server.phys.us.edu.plM. PietruszkaFaulty of Biology, University of SilesiaJagiello«ska 28, 40-032 Katowie, Polande-mail: pietruma�uranos.to.us.edu.pland E. Rówi«skiInstitute of Physis and Chemistry of MetalsUniversity of SilesiaBankowa 12, 40-007 Katowie, Polande-mail: rowinski�us.edu.pl(Reeived November 5, 2000)We review some reently performed experiments onerning the dete-tion of phase transitions in solids with the use of a single measurementof the hemial potential versus temperature. A new method of the in-diret measurement of the hemial potential was demonstrated for Gd,Gd5Si4, Cr, TiNi (10% and 15% of deformation) and CuAlNiTiMn sam-ples by means of a simple eletrohemial experiment. For most ases themethod allowed easily to detet all ritial temperatures TC (Gd, Gd5Si4),TN (Cr) and the strutural transition temperatures (TiNi, CuAlNiTiMn).The obtained results were in the exeptionally good agreement with othermeasurements and entirely supported the theoretial preditions onern-ing the appliability of the method. Presumably, it is also possible todetet phase transition anomalies, using the method of hemial potentialmeasurement, either by thermoeletri or photoeletri e�ets.PACS numbers: 75.30.Kz, 75.40.Cx� Presented at the XXIV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �TransportPhenomena from Quantum to Classial Regimes�, Ustro«, Poland, September 25�Otober 1, 2000. (515)



516 M. Matlak, M. Pietruszka, E. Rówi«ski1. IntrodutionPhase transitions belong to the prinipal problems in the solid statephysis. Many di�erent methods have been elaborated to detet phasetransitions, there is, however, a new possibility basing on the single mea-surement of the hemial potential. In a number of theoretial papers (seeRefs. [1�10℄ and papers ited therein) a broad lass of temperature or on-entration driven di�erent types of phase transitions has been investigated.Numerial alulations performed for many mirosopi models exhibitingmagneti, superonduting, reentrant and strutural phase transitions haverevealed that all ritial temperatures an be read o� from the harater-isti behaviour of the hemial potential. It turned out that the ritialtemperatures of the system are assoiated with the kinks (or jumps) in thetemperature plot of the hemial potential. These kinks loalize su�ientlywell the ritial temperatures onneted with various types of phase tran-sitions. Basing on this observation we ame up with a supposition (seeRefs. [2�10℄) that the diret measurement of the hemial potential tem-perature dependene should also ontain unambiguous information aboutritial temperatures of the real system under the ondition that the mea-surement auray (as it was predited theoretially) an reah 10�4�10�3eV. Besides, suh a measurement should also bring into the open all, usuallyunnotied, transitions between metastable states or �exoti� ones. Thesetheoretial preditions were suessfully veri�ed in the reent experiments,Refs. [11,12℄ and we want to survey the main results presented therein. It isthe aim of the present review to awake the interest of a broad audiene ofphysiists to the problem of the hemial potential measurement as a newexperimental tool to detet phase transitions and to popularize this idea.2. Experiments reviewIn the experiments [11,12℄ a galvani ell was used where one of theeletrodes was an investigated metalli sample while the other one was thereferene eletrode. Aording to the Nernst's formula (f. e.g. Ref. [13℄) thedi�erene between the hemial potentials of eletrodes is proportional to themeasured voltage. Thus, hanging the temperature of the eletrolyte bath,one an measure the voltage as funtion of temperature, and aordinglythe relative hemial potential temperature dependene. Suh a measure-ment was performed for six di�erent samples whih were hosen to exhibittwo types of magneti (ferromagneti and antiferromagneti) and di�erentsequenes of strutural transformations lying in the temperature range avail-able for the experiment.The single rystals of Gd (99.99 %), Gd5Si4 (the same sample as inRef. [14℄), Cr (spetral pure, Johnson Mattey) and the polyrystalline TiNi



Experimental Detetion of Phase Transitions : : : 517(deformation 10 %, 15 %) alloy with nominal omposition of 49 at. % ofTitanium and 51 at. % of Nikel (made by Advaned Material Tehnology,Belgium) and CuAlNiTiMn (Cu-80.1 wt. %, Al-11.9 wt. %, Ni-5.0 wt. %,Ti-1.0 wt. %, Mn-2.0 wt. %; the same sample as the alloy no. 2 in Ref. [15℄)were studied. Both TiNi samples were treated, prior to the experiment, at850Æ C for one hour with deformation 10 % (15 %) and treated again at400Æ C also for one hour.The eletromotive fore (EMF) was measured similar to Refs. [16,17℄,by measuring the voltage between the two eletrodes dipped in one mi-nor solution of hydroxide of potassium as funtion of temperature. TheAutolabTM21 instrument was used where the �rst eletrode was the investi-gated sample, the seond one the referene eletrode � a saturated alomeleletrode. The voltage was measured diretly with the auray of 0.1 mV.In a omplementary experiment the transformation temperatures weredetermined by the Di�erential Sanning Calorimetry (DSC) using a PerkinDSC 7 type equipment operating at a ooling/heating rate of 0:25Æ C/s foreah sample separately.The �rst measured Gd element undergoes the phase transition from ferro-magneti to paramagneti state (f. e.g. Ref. [18℄) at the Curie temperatureTC ' 293 K (20Æ C). In Fig. 1 this ritial temperature an easily be iden-ti�ed by the pronouned disontinuous jump in EMF (jump in the relativehemial potential). This result is also supported by the auxiliary plot ofthe heat �ow (see the inset in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Plot of experimentally measured EMF (multiplied by (�1)) vs temperaturefor Gd sample. The inset shows the heat �ow (DSC) dependene on temperature.



518 M. Matlak, M. Pietruszka, E. Rówi«skiThe Gd5Si4 ompound is also ferromagneti (see Refs. [19�22,14℄) withTC ' 336 K (63Æ C). The measurement of the EMF in this ase is plotted inFig. 2, together with the auxiliary DSC measurement (see the inset). TheCurie temperature manifests itself in the kink of the EMF at TC ' 62ÆC. At T � ' 55Æ C, however, we have another kink onneted with thefat that we probably deal not with the stritly homogenous sample butrather with an inhomogeneous one. We should mention at this plae thatthe resistivity measurement in Ref. [14℄ also reveals the existene of T �harateristi temperature (a small kink in the resistivity) beneath TC (seeFig. 2 in Ref. [14℄). In other words, from the EMF measurement one anpresumably onlude about the homogeneity of the sample as it an be donefrom the well-known thermomagneti measurement (see e.g. Ref. [23℄ fordetails). By assuming the validity of this assumption one an even estimatethe ontent of eah onstituent.

Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 but for Gd5Si4.In the ase of the third measured sample (Cr) it is well known (f. e.g.Ref. [24℄) that at the Neel temperature TN ' 311 K (38Æ C) (it dependson the quality and sample preparation) the phase transition from antifer-romagnet to paramagnet takes plae. Again, the transition point TN anbe read o� from the EMF plot in Fig. 3. However, in the DSC plot thisritial temperature is hardly notieable. This is probably due to the fatthat the ritial temperature TN is relatively high and in this partiular asean additional purely paramagneti referene sample should be measured andorresponding heat �ows subtrated. In other words, the measurement ofthe relative hemial potential is muh more reliable in this ase. More-over, the information about the value of the ritial temperatures (TC, TN)in Figs. 1�3 we aquire without applying the external magneti �eld whihan in�uene the investigated system and thus hange the values of ritialtemperatures.
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Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 1 but for Cr.In a similar way the measurement of EMF versus temperature for thenext samples (TiNi 10 % and 15 % deformation shape memory alloys) wasperformed. Due to the applied preproessing of these alloys a struturalphase transformation in the measured temperature range should be ex-peted. It is known from the literature (f. e.g. Refs. [25�27℄ for details)that transitions B2�R and R�B19 take plae and it is really the ase whilelooking at Figs. 4 and 5. The insets display the plots of DSC. However,the urve of EMF arries apparently more information about these phasetransformations than the heat �ow measurement alone. It espeially on-erns the message about the well de�ned edges (martensiti: As, Af; R-type:RAs, RAf), where eah type of the strutural transformation begins or ends,as well as, about the harateristi temperatures where DSC peaks appear(here denoted by A� and RA�).

Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 1 but for TiNi (deformation 10%).
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 1 but for TiNi (deformation 15%).The measurement for CuAlNiTiMn alloy is plotted in Fig. 6 and theexat transformation temperature reads T0 ' 41:6Æ C (sigmoidal �t). Thusobtained ritial temperature with the use of the indiret hemial potentialmeasurement beautifully oinides with the transformation temperature ob-tained in Ref. [15℄ (see Fig. 5(d)). We have to stress at this point that theonventional DSC measurement ompletely fails (the kink at T0 is hardlyvisible).

Fig. 6. The same as in Fig. 1 but for CuAlNiTiMn (dashed line � the sigmoidal �t).3. ConlusionsFrom the results presented in this review we see that the idea of �nd-ing phase transitions in real substanes by means of the hemial poten-tial measurement as funtion of temperature, originally proposed in papers[2�10℄, is quite reasonable. The method has been demonstrated for di�er-



Experimental Detetion of Phase Transitions : : : 521ent types of phase transitions (ferromagnet�paramagnet, antiferromagnet�paramagnet and strutural phase transformations). This fat, and our ear-lier theoretial investigations, suggest that it an be extended over all phasetransitions either �rst or seond order. At a �rst glane the method pos-sesses some notieable advantages. It is su�iently sensitive what an leadto the additional information gain with respet to other methods. Alsothe urves obtained in this way are very subtle and an better report onthe loal hanges in a sample very often hidden for other methods. It isalso important to stress that the heap way we aquired information aboutritial temperatures an surely be supplemented by the existing or newlydeveloped tehniques based on the suggested here measurement of the hem-ial potential. Thus, one would expet to �nd out a method of a generalappliability working in a broader temperature range and not restrited tometalli samples only. Hene, as a ontinuation of this idea one an imaginea method applying e�ets where the well-de�ned relation between the hem-ial potential and an atual measurable physial quantity is utilized (as ine.g. thermoeletri and photoeletri phenomena).REFERENCES[1℄ M. Matlak, M. Pietruszka, Physia C311, 151 (1999).[2℄ M. Matlak, M. Pietruszka, J. Alloys Comp. 291, 21 (1999).[3℄ M. Pietruszka, M. Matlak, Ata Phys. Pol. A96, 725 (1999).[4℄ E. Gosªawska, M. Matlak, Phys. Status Solidi (b)217, 939 (2000).[5℄ M. Matlak, M. Pietruszka, Ata Phys. Pol. A97, 253 (2000).[6℄ M. Matlak, M. Pietruszka, E. Gosªawska, B. Grabie, Kh. Eid, Phase Transi-tions 71, 73 (2000).[7℄ M. Matlak, M. Pietruszka, Physia B291, 12 (2000).[8℄ M. Matlak, E. Gosªawska, B. Grabie, Kh. Eid, Ata Phys. Pol. A97, 365(2000).[9℄ E. Gosªawska, M. Matlak, Kh. Eid, Ata Phys. Pol. A97, 713 (2000).[10℄ M. Matlak, M. Pietruszka, Solid State Commun. in press.[11℄ M. Matlak, M. Pietruszka, E. Rówi«ski, Phys. Rev. B63, 52101 (2000).[12℄ M. Matlak, M. Pietruszka, E. Rówi«ski, Phys. Status Solidi (b) in press.[13℄ G. Kluge, G. Neugebauer, Grundlagen der Thermodynamik, VEB DeutsherVerlag der Wissenhaften, Berlin 1976, p.191.[14℄ J. Szade, G. Skorek, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 196-197, 699 (1999).[15℄ H. Morawie, J. Lel¡tko, D. Stró», M. Gigla, Mat. S. Eng. A273-275, 708(1999).[16℄ G.E. Rindune, E. Day, R. Caporelli, J. Amer. Ceram. So. 43, 571 (1960).
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